Design and Implementation for Ladder Diagram in Hydropower Simulation System Based on All Paths Searching Algorithm
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ABSTRACT

An approach to design and implement the control function of LD (Ladder Diagram) in the hydropower simulation system based on all paths searching algorithm is proposed in this paper. LD is widely used as a programming language for PLC (Programmable Logic Controller), but it doesn’t be executed automatically in the hydropower simulation system which is a software system, and there is no compiler or interpretation for LD in it. The approach in this paper is not only to present a graphical interface to design LD, but also implement its control function through transforming it to a corresponding undigraph, in which, all paths between two vertexes (live wire and null line) are searched by the proposed algorithm. An application example is presented to verify the validity of the algorithm and shows that the algorithm is correct and practicable. In addition, how to implement the control function based on object-oriented thought is introduced.

The running time is shown at last, which proves that the system with the algorithm can meet the real-time request in the hydropower simulation system.
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1. Introduction

Recently, great changes have arisen in the electrical virtual instruments, e.g. the hydropower simulation system [1–4]. It is a comprehensive system including hydraulic, water conservancy, mechanics and autocontrol. LD control system plays an important role in the system, so an user friendly design interface component-based should be developed for users, and meanwhile, unlike in the PLC, the control function of LD must be implemented without compiler or interpretation.

Reference [5] proposed a control modeling approach using PNs, an automated CNC lathe door interlocking control program is used as an example, for which model is constructed and validated via PNs. Reference [6] proposed a method to design an LD based on a PN modeling approach. A general method for mapping PNs to LDs is implemented. But converting LDs to PNs can not solve the problem in the hydropower simulation system. Reference [7] converts from a ladder diagram to a native code directly, and a benchmark test in an automotive manufacturing process shows that the translation method fairly speeds up execution in comparison with existing interpretation methods, but there is no interpretation for the code in the software system. Reference [8] extracts the relations of control elements in LD, it presents a transformation method that is achieved by traversing AOV digraph, which is mapped from LD. This method obtains logic relations in the LD by predefining meaning of graphical symbols. It can’t be obviously applied in our system since there need an interpretation for the relations.

Fengman hydroelectric power station is the earliest large hydropower station in china, the simulation system in it has run more than 10 years, the work in this paper is based on the system of the next version.

2. Problem Description

Figure 1 shows the accident control circuit of high pressure compressor. Its control principle is that: When the
pressures of the first, second, and third stages are higher than the specified value, pressure relays 2YX1, 3YX1 and 4YX1 are open respectively, signal relay coils 2XJ1 (controlled by relay 2YX1), 3XJ1 (controlled by relay 3YX1), and 4XJ1 (controlled by relay 4YX1) are excited, and then, contacts 2XJ1 (controlled by relay coil 2XJ1), 3XJ1 (controlled by relay coil 3XJ1), and 4XJ1 (controlled by relay coil 4XJ1) are open, BCJ1 is excited, leading to the accident shutdown.

When the pressure of the third stage is lower than the specified value, pressure relay 5YX1 is open, the signal relay coil 5XJ1 is excited, the contact 5XJ1 is open, BCJ1 is excited, leading to the accident shutdown.

In a word, all paths between the live wire and the null line should be searched to find out which controls are in the same path between the live wire and the null line, e.g. the pressure relay 2YX1 and the signal relay coil 2XJ1, the Pressure Relay 5YX1 and the signal relay coil 5XJ1, etc.

There are few elements, e.g. the signal relay coil 5XJ1 and the contact 5XJ1, are not in the same path, their control relations can be achieved through adding member variables respectively. There are many other types of circuit elements of which control functions are as similar as ones mentioned above in the ladder diagram.

Firstly, a graphical interface to design LD must be presented, as demonstrated in the following sections.

3. The Graphical Interface for LD

In the hydropower simulation system, which is developed with Microsoft c# .net, each circuit element is an user control. The relay coil and the contact, which are the main elements in LD, are taken as examples to illustrate the class structure of the circuit elements. Figure 2 shows the class diagram of the voltage relay coil and the current relay coil.

IRelay is the interface of all the types of the relay coils. VoltageRelay and CurrentRelay are two subclasses, The main attributes and methods of the Voltage-Relay are as follows:

- _isExciting; // the excitation state of the coil
- _standardVoltage; // the standard induced voltage of the coil
- _currentVoltage; // the current voltage of the coil
- _title; // an attribute to determine which contact is controlled by it

Figure 1. Accident shutdown control circuit of high-pressure compressor.
The line is a special user control, connects two user controls, which are the member variables of the line: control1 and control2. These two member variables are also used in the all paths searching algorithm, as demonstrated in Section 4.

Besides the graphical interface of the circuit elements, the edit function for LD is also presented, of which the class diagram is shown in Figure 4. It is developed based on the command pattern, which encapsulates the detail of processing the messages. The functions of the controls such as adding, copying, cutting, moving and plastering can be performed through the menu or the shortcut keys. The function Add() of the menu is to add the user controls to the panel. Clicked() is to select an user control and generates the corresponding instance of the Command subclass, then call the function Execute() and sends the requirements to the control, which determines what to do. As mentioned above, based on the Command pattern, the details of the execution after sending a message is transparent for the menu.

Figure 5 shows the graphical interface corresponding to Figure 1. The right part of the interface is the library of circuit elements. After designing the interface, the control function of LD should be implemented, as presented in Section 4.

4. All Paths Searching Algorithm

As mentioned in Section 2. The main task to achieve the control function of LD is to search all the paths between the live wire (LW) and the null line (NL), which can be implemented through conforming LD to an undigraph, as shown in Figure 6. (R) represents the relay coil, (C) represents the contact). Each user control in the undigraph can be seemed as a vertex except the line, which is seemed as an edge. The line variable previousLine doesn’t

![Figure 2. The class diagram of the relay coil.](image)

![Figure 3. The class diagram of the contact.](image)

![Figure 4. The class diagram of edit functions.](image)
exist, but only for the algorithm.

Important variables and functions during the algorithm execution are as follows:

1) myStack: A stack variable, insert, remove and return the line variable at the top of itself (Its corresponding member functions are mystack.push(), mystack.pop() and mystack.peek()).

2) myHashtable: A hashtable variable, add or remove an element with the specified key and value (Its corresponding member functions are myHashtable.add(), myHashtable.remove()), here the key and value are all line variables. The value is the immediate predecessor of the key which has been visited during the algorithm, each path can be extracted from myHashtable.

3) lineVisited: A table variable, includes two fields: the former is the line in the stack, the latter is the immediate successor of the former and has been visited during the algorithm. The line variables can be inserted into or removed from lineVisited ((Its corresponding member functions are lineVisited.add(), lineVisited.remove())).

4) tempControl: An user control variable, represents the user control being visited during the algorithm execution.

5) previousLine: A line variable, it doesn’t exist in the LD but for the algorithm (previousLine.control1 = null, previousLine.control2 = LW), as shown in Figure 6.

6) refresh (line, tempcontrol): Return an user control variable. The parameter line is a line variable, the parameter tempcontrol is an user control variable. If line.control1 = tempcontrol, return line.control2; else return line.control1.

The implementation of the algorithm is:

Step 1. Initialize the variables: myStack.push (previousLine), tempControl=LW. Goto Step2.

Step 2. If myStack is empty, then the algorithm ends, all paths are searched, else goto Step3.

Step 3. Search the immediate successor of myStack.peek(), the successor must be not in myStack and not in lineVisited as the second field value with the first field value of myStack.peek(), if it exist (we suppose it named as tempLine), goto step4; else goto step7.

Step 4. lineVisited.Add (mystack.peek(), tempLine), myHashtable.add(tempLine, mystack.peek()), mystack.push (tempLine), tempControl=refresh(tempLine, tempControl). Then if tempControl is LW, goto step5, else if tempControl is NL, goto step6, else goto step2.

Step 5. Remove the elements from lineVisited with the first field value of mystack.peek(), and if mystack.peak() isn’t previousLine, remove the elements from myHashtable with the key of mystack.peek(). Refresh (mystack.peek(), tempControl), mystack.pop(), go to step2.

Step 6. A path is searched and can be extracted from myHashtable, if mystack.peek() isn’t previousLine, remove the elements from myHashtable with the key of mystack.peek(). tempControl = Refresh(mystack.peek()), tempControl, mystack.pop(), go to step2.

Step 7. Remove the elements from lineVisited with the first field value of mystack.peek(), and if mystack.peak() isn’t previousLine, remove the elements from myHashtable with key of mystack.peek(). tempControl =Refresh (mystack.peek()), tempControl, mystack.pop(), go to step2.

5. The Application Example and Analysis

As mentioned that the control function of LD should be implemented based on object-oriented thought. The running module which is irrelevant to the edit environment, receiving the messages from the circuit elements, is to implement the control function.

The edit environment transfers all the paths searched with the algorithm to the running module, and when the state of the circuit element changes, it sends the corresponding message (including some attributes) to the module. After transformed to an undigraph in Figure 6, LD in Figure 1 is taken as an example to illustrate the whole process. Paths searched between live wire and null line with the algorithm are as follows:

Path1: LW-2YX1-2XJ1(R)-NL.
Path2: LW-3YX1-3XJ1(R)-NL.
Path3: LW-4YX1-4XJ1(R)-NL.
Path4: LW-5YX1-5XJ1(R)-NL.
Path5: LW-6YJ1-6XJ1(R)-NL.
Path6: LW-7YJ1-7XJ1(R)-NL.
Path7: LW-2XJ1(C)-BCJ1(R)-NL.
Path8: LW-3XJ1(C)-BCJ1(R)-NL.
Path9: LW-4XJ1(C)-BCJ1(R)-NL.
Path10: LW-5XJ1(C)-BCJ1(R)-NL.
Path11: LW-6XJ1(C)-BCJ1(R)-NL.
Path12: LW-7XJ1(C)-BCJ1(R)-NL.
When the pressures of the first stage is higher than the specified value, the pressure relay 2YX1 is open and sends a message including three attributes: its name (2YX1), control type (pressure relay) and state (open) to the running module. After receiving the message including some attributes, operations of the module are that: finds the path 2YX1 is in (path1), if there is a relay coil in path1 (2XJ1(R)), it should be excited, and then, 2XJ1 (R) sends a message including its name, control type, state and _title, the module finds out the contact controlled by 2XJ1(R) from the user controls of all the paths: 2XJ1(C)(If there are many contacts controlled by 2XJ1(R), they all send messages to the running module), 2XJ1(C) sends a message, the module finds out 2XJ1(C) is in path7 and judges whether other contacts in path7 are all open, here there is only one and is open, the relay coil in path7(BCJ1) should be excited, send a message to the module, and lead to the accident shutdown. What should be noticed is that if there are many messages received, the module complies with FIFO rule.

From the process above, it proves the validity of the algorithm and its essence is to search all the paths between two vertices. The algorithm excludes the loops with the table varible: lineVisited, and store the paths with the hashtable varible: myHashtable. Generally, there are 30-90 control elements in the LD. Table 2 shows the longest running time with the proposed algorithm according to the maximum number of the paths searched with different number of control elements. (It runs on a platform of Core (TM)2 CPU with 512 Megabytes memory). When there are 90 control elements and 76 paths, the longest running time is no more than 150ms, so it can be concluded that the LD system can meet the real-time request in the hydropower simulation system.

### 6. Conclusions

In this paper, a method to design an interface for LD is presented with typical class diagrams and the graphical interface, then an algorithm is proposed to implement the control function of LD through transforming LD to an undigraph and search all the paths between LW and NL. The application example and the analysis verify the validity of the algorithm. The running time is shown at last, it proves that the LD system with the algorithm can meet the real-time request in the Hydropower simulation system.
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Appendix

The algorithm execution in another complex undigraph with two loops is demonstrated as follows: the thick edges represent the lines in myStack, the white vertex represents the variable tempControl.